
Maths:
In Maths, we will be looking at decimals and percentages, 
various parts of geometry, measurement, ratio and 
proportion, statistics and problem solving.
We will use our knowledge to investigate more complex 
problems, including word problems, in order to demonstrate a 
full understanding of each area.

English
In English, we will be looking at a range of texts, both fictional 
and factual, and linking this in to our writing with the creation 
of short narratives, poetry, information texts and explanation 
texts.
Big Write: We will also be concentrating on using appropriate 
language to create atmosphere and effect, proof reading and 
editing. Critically evaluating their own and others’ writing, 
indicating changes to vocabulary, grammar and punctuation to 
improve clarity and effect
Punctuation: During this half term we will continue with the 
basics and increase the use higher level punctuation, () : ; -
Grammar: We will be looking at the correct forms of tense, 
adverbials, clauses,  contractions and different types of 
conjunctions.
Reading: Comment, increasingly making inferences or 
deductions based on evidence from different points in a text 
and justifying these points using the text.

History / Geography: Learn about great artists, architects and
designers in history. Research the location of significant art
galleries around the world.
Investigate the city of Paris locating significant landmarks

Computing: Ms Ella will be setting various activities 
to complete on a Friday.
We will also, hopefully, create digital portfolios.

PE: Continue to find time to keep active. Our PE 
teacher, Callum, will continue to create P.E. videos 
for the children to enjoy.

Science: 
Explore the science of colour through a range of colour-based 
investigations. Writing a scientific account of their 
observations. 
Investigate how light changes the appearance of objects and 
buildings.

Colours collide, melting together on the canvas: an impression of light, a rage of red, a lobster perched on a telephone. Come and find out about the bizarre and eccentric minds of the 
gallery rebels! Art can be an act of rebellion. Can you change the world with a paintbrush, a thought, or an idea? Dream the dream – or show us your nightmares! What do you see? Watches 
melting? Wheels spinning? A shark in a box? Can you express yourself without words? Well, a picture paints a thousand of them! Try your hand at a ‘Damien Hirst’ sculpture, exploring the 
weird and wonderful to create a curious treasure for the next generation. Take up your arms and fight for the cause. Paintbrushes and sketchbooks at the ready – let’s make art! 
As you can see, this is an art based topic and I will try my utmost to adapt the lesson so they are accessible to those still at home in lockdown.

Music: Mrs Chantrill will be continuing to provide activities 
and opportunities for the children to do while in lockdown.

PSHE: Mrs York will be setting regular PSHE activities for the 
children to do while in lockdown – on a Friday.

Art, Design and Technology: We will begin the topic with a 
virtual tour round the National Gallery.
We will create our own sketchbooks to go alongside the topic.
Create artwork in the style of the Impressionists, Expressionists 
and Surrealists. 
Also, creating art from other styles including, Damian Hirst and  
Andy Goldsworthy amongst others .


